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ABSTRACT

The projection operator method of Zwanzig and Feshbach is

used to construct the time dependent field operators in the interaction

picture. The formula developed to describe the time dependence involves

time-ordered cosine and sine projected evolution (memory) superoperators,

from which a master equation for the interaction-picture single-particle

Green's function in a Liouville space is derived.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A fundamental- challenge pervading theoretical physics is the pro-

blem of understanding the properties of systems possessing large or infi-

nite numbers of degrees of freedom in terms of the underlying interac-

tions between constituents. In particular, in recent years much progress

has been made In our understanding the role of many-electron effects in

non-linear optical phenomena such as two-photon absorption, Raman and

fluorescence spectra, tnultiphoton absorption, and icmization of atoms

and molecules. Indeed, the considerable interest addressed to understand
2-6the influence of such effects in the formation of electron and X-ray

9-12emission molecular (and, naturally, atomic) spectra is due, to a

considerable extent, to the introduction of various many-particle theo-

ries to molecular physics.

The present report constitutes a preliminary study aimed to inves-

tigate some of the many-electron effects of such events (in molecular

systems with completely closed orbitals) by using the Green's function
2,13,1!*

formalism. * '

As it is well known, the equation of motion of the double-tine

Green's functions leads to an infinite set of equations which couple

the original Green's functions to the higher-order ones. Approximate

solutions are obtained by the decoupling of the higher-order Green's

functions, at a certain stage, to set up a closed system of equations

for the original Green's functions.

It has also been realized that it is possible to develop a sys-

tematic approach called the self-consistent many-body theory to the

double-time Green's function with an exact Dyson-type equation. *

The idea to derive a Dyson equation is a straightforward extension of
17 18

the Zwanzig-Mori projection operator technique. * In this work this

concept is taken up in order to derive a master equation (in interac-

tion-picture) for the single-particle Green's function. Specifically,

it consists of a direct application of the Zwanzig -Feshbach projec-

tion operator scheme to the time dependence of the field operators (ex-

panded in an arbitrary complete set of one-particle wave functions).
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In Sec. II, some simple considtrstions on tht evolution superopera-

tor associated with the interaction-picture Hamiltonian operator of a

many-fermion system are made. In Sec.Ill, formally exact solutions for

the projected parts of the time dependent field operators are given.

These are generalizations of Turner and Dahler's21 earlier studies Tor

time dependent wave functions which incorporate arbitrary initial con-

ditions. The analysis of Sec.IV shows that this transcription reveals

a much simpler interpretation of the (memory) superoperators, namely

as the self-adjoint (and anti-self-adjoint) parts of a Lie group ele-

ment generated by the coupling between the two projected suhspaces (in

interaction representation). As a part of a Lie group element, the me-

mory superoperator does not preserve norm, which reflects the leakage

of probability density from one 3ubspace to the other. However, an appro-

priate sum of the self-adjoint and anti-self-adjoint parts does form a

group element so that the norm of the total field operator is conserved.

This property is used to derive a master equation (in a Liouville space)

for the interaction-picture single-particle Green's function in terms of

the projection representation of the interaction-picture motion group

element,

II TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE FIELD OPERATORS AND MEMORY SUPEROPERATORS

H, the second-quantized Hamiltonian of an interacting many-fermion

system, can be decomposed into the sum of two parts

(la)

and

«' *£ f

where terms involving interaction of more than two bodies have been

neglected. ^K,o (\x \%\ } and "Vf U ^ t \ V, % 'L ) are the kernels of

the one- and two-particle Schrodinger operators K^ and H' respectively

and *-V+< 't.t), * W ^ , t ) are the time-dependent field operators in the

Heisenl.crg picture (ft = 1 is used throughout this paper)

(2a)

(2b)

where ^*"{ ̂ ) a n d ^ ( ^ ) are the field operators at t = 0,

Oa)

Ob)

and *f denotes the full set of coordinates of a particle (i.e., the po

sition vector q and the z component of spin, £ ). These operators can

he generated by an arbitrary single-particle wave functions system {9M

Si C%)

CO

(la)

(4b)

where a+(t) and a (t), the time dependent creation and annihilation
n n
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fermionic operators respectively, are the generators of a Grassman alge-

bra. Consequently, the field operators (2a,2b) satisfy the canonical

anticotnmutation relations

where is the generalized Dirac-Kronecker symbol

(6)

Associated with these operators are the corresponding commutation super-

operators

(7a)

*- L H1, 3. (7b)

whose sum

(J -- (8)

is the generator of motion for the field operators H ^ C S . t ^ "^ O , t) .

As seen, (Po (J' and £J are Liouville type superoperators, i.e., (linear

hermitian) operators that work in the Hilbert space of operators rather

than the space of states. Consequently (with similar expressions, from

now on, involving ^ V ( ^ ,t)), ^ ( ^ . t ) evolves according to the Hei-

senberg equation of motion

Using Eq.(9) and its adjoint, the time derivative of an operator con-

taining products of n creation and n annihilation operators will yield

an expression involving at most products of n+1 creation and annihi-

lation operators, so that the evolution of expectation values of n-body

operators will necessarily be coupled with expectation values of n+1

particle operators.

The formal solution of Eq.(9)

Mr ts, (10)

gives the Schrodlnger picture description of the time evolution of the

field operator ^ ^ j t ) . Although the specific situation envisioned here

is the physical event representing any of the above mentioned optical

phenomena, the formal results obtained in this section will be appli-

cable to any system with a Liouville superoperator analogous to (P'*- (%>*

of (9),

It is convenient to replace

field operator

( ^,t) with the interaction picture

(11)

The equation of motion of this operator is



o T.
(12) x (V (16)

where *L\_(t) = £u(t), "^ denotes the evolution super-operator associated

with the interaction-picture Hamiltonian operator

(13)

whose

(It)

The superoperator °lA.(t) is the generator of the motion group

elements

22(defined in terms of the Dyson time-ordering or chronological super-

operator \) ) exhibit the group properties

III PROJECTED INTERACTION PICTURE OF THE FIELD OPERATORS

The decomposition of the density operator into relevant and irre-

levant parts accomplished by the Zwanzig -Feshbach projection opera-

tor technique will be applied to the interaction-picture field operator

^ . i ^ . t ) . The expectation at t can be calculated in two ways: by fo-

llowing the evolution of either the ensemble density or the dynamical

variable. It is a matter of convenience which is preferred. Therefore,

earlier formulation of projected evolution superoperators as applied
2 3to inelastic scattering will be followed here to investigate the

connection of the (projected) interaction-picture field operators with

evolution (memory) superoperators. Thus, the results of successively

operating on Eq.(12) with the projection superoperators (P and Q^A'V

are the coupled differential equations

(15)
and

*

and propagate the field operatc-r AJ> ( ̂  ,tj according to the prescription

for the two orthogonal complements of the field operator, '"t©(%l"fc^ 5

appearing in Eqs.(17) and (16)pectively. The superoperators

are defined in the manner

-7-



(19)

Associated with each projection

time-dependent superoperators

(= C? , £L) is the grour of

<20)

generated by the corresponding y-space, interaction-picture Liouville

superoperator fliy^(t). These groups can be used to convert the diffe-

rential equations (17) and (18) and their associated initial conditions

at time t1 into the pair of coupled integral equations

and

for '*-|fc(l^,t). This particular form of Zwanaig's generalized master

equation, involving time dependent Hamiltonians and Liouville super-

operators, is the consequence of applying projection superoperators to

the interaction-picture Heisenberg equation of motion

Because ^ C'j.t) is a linear functional of ^ ^ (̂  ,t'] and

(? ,t' ) , the solution of Eq.(23) can be expressed in the form

ft. t-

By substituting this expression for Hrfp ( ̂ . *) and ^ ^ ( ^ . s ) into

Eq.(23) and then invoking the independence of ^ o ^ t 1 ^ a n d ^3L. C1^'t ''

it can be verified that the memory auperoperator / ' w p n p (t,t') must

satisfy the Volterra integral equation (here written for an arbitrary

pair of complementary projectors 5? and C ^ )

(22)

The result of substituting £q.(22) into Eq.(21) is the linear, inhomo-

geneous integral equation

p
J

(23)

whose kernels

(26)

involve superoperators

(27)

which couple the Q- and ^f-aubspaces at the common instant of time t.

This coupling proceeds by propagation through 5i.-apace backward in time

from t to s, a subsequent direct coupling between the two aubspaces roe-

-9-
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diated by *"^-^fr>(5)t and a final forward propagation through ^f-space

from s to t. The kernel ~\fPjo (t,s;f) defined by Eq.{26) couples

the ^f- and J(-spaces at tine t' through motions forward to s and

back again to t'. The integral of 3c/>o (t',s') from s'=s to s ' =t then

recouples to ̂ J- space the dynamic information which has been accus

lated in 5^-space during this interval.

The same procedure which has just been used to generate the inte-
quation (25) f O ^gral equation (25) for

. . leads to the formula

(28)

for the coefficient superoperator /^J>o (t,t') of N'o < <^'t'~> appea-

ring in Eq.(2 4). It then follows that *f g, ( ̂  ,t' ) and ^ p _ ( *j ,t' ) de

termine 'H'.o ^ 't^ and» by analogy ^A (^,t), according to the for-

mulas

?2S> C%t') % ^.*J <^>

and

The integral equation (25) is equivalent to the integrodifferen-
tiel equation,

(31)

accompanied by the initial condition

(32)

These equations for the memory superoperators can be solved formally

by iteration. Thus, it is an immediate consequence of Eq.(25) that

X

with

t

(33)

(34)

') (30)

and where \} denotes a Dyaon-like superoperator which orders both the

limits of integration and the pairs of arguments of the integrand fac-

tors

respectively.
For the evaluation of the memory superoperators X ^ & Y O J 1 ' t h e

superoperators Q and S o a-ct in analogy to raising ana lowering

-11- -12-
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operators, that is, the superoperator ® ^ o "raises" the system from

the ty space to the 5{ space Cat the same time t through an intermedia-

te time s) while $><QU> "lowers" the system from the J space to the ij^

space. Again in analogy to the fact that a raising operator is the ad-

joint of a lowering operator, so here is

adjoint of Sj^j>

joint superoperator

«S tJ>o (t,s) the superoperator

Sj^j>Ct,s). It is thus profitable to define the self-ad-

(35)

Then, because the two projection super operator s £J[ and 3?. ( (P and A. )

are orthogonal complements of one another, the first and second terms

of the series (33) can be written as

ftl v tj si s tt* s;) & ct1,

(36)

and

•I

(37)

respectively. These and the higher order terms as well, can readily be

identified as successive, even-powered terms in an ordinary, time-orde-

red exponential superoperator. Consequently, it is apparent that

(38)

and

•t'

wherein

- Z* C-

(40)

and

From Eqs.(3B) and (39) it then follows that the formulas (29) and (30)

can be written as



and

Because <dJ(t,s) generally will be complex valued, the super-operators

X*t? 3n(l S*0> are not necessarily real. The memoryless approximation

obtained by setting £(t,s> equal to zero replaces /^>C with 1 and /J£,S

with 0, with the consequence that N ^ , (̂  ,t) >t£/v> (t,t' ) A ^ (̂  ,t' )

for $f = V and <̂ L . In this approximation there is no coupling between

the -J - and Si -space motions, regardless of how the two are defined.

IV MASTER EQUATION FOR THE INTERACTION PICTURE SIHGLE-PARTICLE

GREEN'S FUNCTION

Eqs.O2) and (43) provide formally exact expressions for the

•J - and %L -space components of the interaction-picture field opera-

tors, from which the conventional single-particle Green's function

can be constructed

(43)

and

(46)

where ' "S^. means interchanging the indices 'V and^t in Eq.(45).

On the other hand, it can easily be verified, by using J<5 - 0,

that

(44)

where T ia the Wick time-ordering operator and the bracket indicates

the ground-state expectation value is to be taken over the full Hamil-

tonian H * H + H' of Eqs.(l) (though the results are generalizable to

ensemble averages). Expanding T in terms of the Heaviside unit-step

function, the master equation for the projected single-particle Green's

function (diagonal parts) in the two orthogonal complementary spaces

y1 and ^ = 1 - (P becomes, using Eqs. (t2) and (43) together with

their Hermitian conjugates •/vhp t^,t) and -"-p ( ^ ,t),

(147)

and

(48)

for the tKC orthogonal space components (non-diagonal parts! of the

f>»umm-'^



projected single-particle Green's function.

The present analysis has to be pursued a little further in order

to get a master equation for the Green's function in a Liouville space.
C SThus, because / ^ C = $>/#,*-§>" A ̂ ^ and /*£>$

the sum of (42) and (43) can be written as

S<2. +

belongs to a group of propagators pertaining only to the motion coupling

( £ ) the two subspaces. The elements of this second group are sums of

the j^C and /£&> superoperators, neither set of which separately forms

a group. A comparison of Eqs.(15) and (49) establishes that

t*t''<^f# (t.t1) is the projection representation of the interac-

tion picture group elenient *̂ f (t ,t' ) .

By expanding the Schrodinger operators

to Eqs.(4), one gets, from Eq.(50)

{ ̂  ) , according

which enables the master equation for the interaction-picture single-

particle Green's function to be cast in the form

(S3)

-i 0 tt - f)

with

an element of the motion group descriptive of decoupled (O )

gj_ -space dynamics, whereas

- and

( 5 2 )

where Gjdit.n't'), the transform of

functions

vith respect to the

Q> (^), is given by

(54)

where a and a are the annihilation »nd creation fermionic operatorsn n
at t=0.

This memory superoperator fornulation can, of course, be adapted

to the Schrodinger picture, in which case QjL(t) is replaced wherever

it OCCUTS by the full quuitua liouville operator CV and the quantities
/^tt/(\-k\ = if^f ^^,t\ by t h e corresponding projections ^+Lp » if^ C\,~t\

of the Schrodinger picture field operator /vp ( ̂  ,t). It should also be

pointed out that a general procedure for determination of Liouvillian

Green's functions and their associated proper transition self-energies
24

has recently been developed and applied to the theory of spectral line

shape. In this connection, the above description of the Schrodinger pic-

ture can be used to demonstrate that the formally exact time dependent

solution of the Heisenberg equation (9) is identical to the usual Lapla-
2 3 2 5

ce transform solution, thus leading to a Lehmann-type representation

in terms of memory superoperators. Work along these lines is underway

azid will "be iriven at a la ter time.
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